
ApplicAtions:

Ferry:
Fast ferries need to go fast. To reach that goal, Luxboard A is 
used in doors, walls, ceilings, hatches….

ships:
Some of them can’t live without Luxboard A to reach the goal 
of low center of gravity.

trucks:
Make it light and make it stiff, that was the mission for our 
customers. Luxboard is the solution.

living:
For the offshore industry, weight saving is a master goal. Lux-
board A does bring solutions

other:
Building Cladding, Water Barriers, Solar roof panels,
Interior Design, Railway Coaches.

Luxboard – Innovation pure
Trends never changed as quickly as they do today. Technologi-
cal developments have made it possible to combine materials 
in an innovative manner and to use them in many different 
ways. To learn more about possibilities and 
applications, please contact us.

Yours, Luxpanel International Team.
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How to woRk witH!

Folding:
Cutting of skins, removing skin/core, filling with bonding paste, 
folding to position and hold till adhesive is cured.

connect:
Use profiles when available, create tongue & groove, secure 
with adhesive.

closing :
Use profiles, wood inlays, edging paste, adhesive tape, skin 
bending, all depending on your final application.

Fixing:
95% of a sandwich panel is air.
Use fillers and spacers to bolt or crew into panels.

other:
Our technical team would gladly share their experience with 
you and help find solutions for your application. 
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